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Normal-Distortion-Mode Approach to Liquid-Crystal Elastic Energy
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It is shown that Frank's "saddle" distortion contribution to the nematic liquid-crystal distortional elas-
tic energy is required, in addition to the splay, twist, and bend energies retained in more recent treat-
ments. "Normal distortion modes" for these four distortions are described. Measurement methods and
their interpretations are discussed for the corresponding four elastic constants k~~ (splay), k» (twist),
k33 (bend), and k44 (saddle). Previously reported values for k ~ ~ and k22 are actually for k ~ ~

+ k44 and
k22+k~, respectively. The Nehring-Saupe molecular approach yields k44 —,

' (k~~+k22).

PACS numbers: 61.30.Gd, 03.40.Dz, 46.20.+e, 62.10.+s

g~~
=

2 k~~(V n) (splay energy),

gq2 —,
'

kq2(n Vxn) (twist energy), (2)

and

g33 2 k33(n XVX n) (bend energy) . (3)

A fourth energy term, originally discussed by Frank, is
required because (a) the above terms do not involve all
of the distortional degrees of freedom, (b) the energy as-
sociated with the leftover degrees of freedom should have
the same order of magnitude as the terms given above,

The standard expression' for the elastic energy den-
sity g associated with distortion of the director field n for
a nematic liquid crystal in the absence of chiral or polar
eN'ects consists of the terms

8n„/8x —=a ~ ~, 8n~/8y =- a 22, 8n~/8x =—a / 2,

8n„/8y= a2~, 8—n„/8z =a3~, 8nr/8z= a32—,
(4)

The first derivatives of n, vanish at the origin because n

is a unit vector.
The director vector field in the neighborhood of the

origin, to first order in x, y, and z except for higher-order
terms needed for normalization and for evaluating Eq.
(19), is then

yet (c) the standard expression predicts zero energy for
these leftover distortions.

Our analysis begins with the six nonzero first deriva-
tives of the director vector field n, evaluated at the origin
in a system in which n k (along z) at the origin. These
derivatives are

n (al ix+a2iy+a3lz)t+ (al2x+a22y+a32z) J+ [1 —(a 1tx+a2iy+a3~z) —(a i2x+a22y+a32z) ] k.

We now evaluate (at the origin) and analyze in turn the
three elastic energy terms of Eqs. (1)-(3). For the splay The appropriate terms from Eq. (5) yield

energy density we have
a]2xj+a2]yi 2 (a]2 —a2))(xj —yi)

(5)

gii- 2 kii(V n)'-2 k~i(a~~+a22) (6) + 2 (a]2+a2/)(xj+yi) .

as the single splay normal distortion mode.
Using similar reasoning, we can write the twist energy

as

g22 —,
'

k22(n Vxn) 2 k22(a~2 —a2~) (9)

Choosing the appropriate terms from Eq. (5) and rear-
ranging them as

a]]xi+a22yj 2 (a[/+a22)(xi+yj)

+ 2 (a~~ —a22)(xi —yj),
we note that the second term contributes nothing to the
splay energy. Because of the cross term k l lal la22 in Eq.
(6), we cannot choose a~~xi and a22yj as independent
splay "normal distortion modes. " Instead, we are led to
choose (splay normal mode)

2 (a~~+a2z)(xi+yj)

Here again, only a single twist normal distortion vector
field is needed to describe this mode.

The bend energy density, written as

g33 —, k33(nxVxn) =
2 k33(a3~+a32),

shows that there are two bend distortion modes (bend
normal modes):

a3lzi and a3$zj. (13)

These modes are degenerate in the sense that either
mode can be eliminated by suitable rotation of the x and

y axes, so there is really one mode described by two pa-
rameters.

The second term contributes nothing to the twist energy,
so we define a twist normal mode:

—,
' (a)z —az))(xj —yi) .
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We see that the standard distortion terms in Eqs.
(1)-(3) account for only four of the six degrees of free-
dom required by the six derivatives in Eq. (4). The
remaining two normal distortion modes, consisting of the
leftover terms from Eqs. (7) and (10), are (saddle nor
mal modes)

—,
' (ali —a22)(xi —yj) and —,

' (ai2+a2i)(xj+yi) . (14)

The mode vectors transform to each other upon 45' ro-
tation of the coordinate system about z. Accordingly,
the modes in Eq. (14) are degenerate, and suitable axis
rotations about z can eliminate either mode.

This distortion is called a saddle normal distortion
mode because the director vectors are perpendicular to a
saddle-shaped surface. (Frank used the designation
"saddle splay. ") This distortion field and those for other
modes are shown in Fig. l.

To obtain the energy associated with this saddle dis-

tortion, we define a saddle-energy coe%cient k44 such
that the corresponding energy contribution g44 is half k44
multiplied by the sum of the squares of the mode ampli-
tudes. So (saddle)

g44= —,
'

k44l(all —a22) +(a|2+a2i) l, (IS)

twist,

g22 Yi k22(ai2 —a2i)'= —,
'

k22(n Vxn)

bend,

g33 2 k33(a3i + a32) 2 k33(n x V& n)

We can write Eq. (15) in vector form to be consistent
with the vector forms for the other terms:

g44 2 k44f —2n V n —(V fi)2

—(n Vxfi)2-2(fixVxfi)21.

The total elastic energy density is given by

in analogy with the forms of the other three terms: splay,

gll 2 klan(ali+a22)'= —,
' kll(V n)',

g gled+ g22+ g33+g44 ~ (20)
(a) (b) (c)

l

I

Ir i I

1 I, I~r

(e)

FIG. 1. Normal distortion modes for nematic liquid crystal
with no chiral or dipolar eA'ects. (a) The undistorted material
in a right-circular cylindrical cup with vertical grooves on the
inside wall (shown as dashed lines) to align the director field n

vertically along the wall, and hence vertically elsewhere, as in-

dicated by the circled dots in the top view. (b) The splay
mode, achieved by expanding the top rim of the cup outward
with forces indicated by thick arrows; the top view also shows

projections of the directors as thin arrows. (c) The twist mode.
{d) The bend mode. (e) The saddle mode, achieved by pushing
in on two opposite sides and pulling out on the other two sides
of the rim. Note that in each mode the distortion field has the
same form throughout the cup —there is nothing unique about
the distortion on the cup axis.
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From Fig. 1 and the discussion of Eq. (14) we see that
the saddle mode involves both splaylike and twistlike
average alignment deviations of neighboring molecules to
an equal extent. One could accordingly suggest that
k44= —,

' (kll+k22), but certainly not that k44=0. In
fact, we will see that the "molecular approach" of Nehr-
ing and Saupe leads to k44 —,

' (k 1 1+k22).
Notice also that if k i i

=k 22 k44 =k and k 33 2k, the
form of the free-energy density is proportional to
P;JV;niV;ni This .form is the one that is produced by
simple models of the nematic state such as those with

pairwise intermolecular interactions depending only on
the angle between the long molecular axes. It is also the
simplest term appearing in field-theoretic models. It is

easy to see that, with k44 0, there is no set of ratios
k|1/k33 k22/k33 which can produce p;JV;n, V;n, . This is

a convincing argument that the k44 term is needed. It is
also worth noting that in the case kl|=k22=k44=k33/2,
we have from Eq. (24): kil k22=k33. This is the con-
ventional result following from the simple models.

It is appropriate to review the assumptions leading to
our elastic-energy expression. From the simplest point of
view, we accept the standard splay, twist, and bend ener-

gy terms as being correct for the corresponding distor-
tions, and add a fourth term to describe the energy of the
remaining "saddle" distortion. From a more general
point of view, we assume that in analogy to normal vi-

brational modes there exist for this problem "normal dis-
tortion modes" whose description requires independent
parameters equal in number to the number of distortion-
al degrees of freedom. We require that the mode ener-
gies be quadratic in the distortion amplitudes. These
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normal modes are chosen so that no cross terms occur in

the elastic-energy expression. These assumptions lead to
the same results, namely splay and twist modes described
by one parameter each, and bend and saddle modes de-
scribed by two parameters each.

Because the g44 term is frequently ignored, ' ' it is

necessary to outline its history. According to Nehring
and Saupe, Oseen introduced a related term but
dropped it because it did not enter the Euler-Lagrange
equations for the equilibrium structures. Frank reintro-
duced the term, and accurately described the form of the
"pure saddle-splay curvature. " Ericksen argued that its
evaluation requires knowledge of surface forces ~hose
experimental interpretation is uncertain, but did not
claim that this term vanishes. However, his work in-

duced others' ' to drop this term. Nehring and Saupe
noted that elastic constants which do not enter the
Euler-Lagrange equations may still be important for the

equilibrium structure, and gave examples. They includ-
ed Frank's "saddle-splay" term, and reintroduced sec-
ond-derivative terms first derived by Oseen which do not
concern us because we consider only first-derivative dis-
tortions.

Frank's term also appears in a fairly recent work by
Meiboom, Sammon, and Brinkman. Their expression
(ignoring their spontaneous twist qp) ls

g —,
' kii(V n)'+ —,

'
k22(n Vxn)'+ —,

' k33(n&V&n)

+ 2 (k22+k24)V [(n V)n —(V n)n].

The k;J above are primed because the energy densities in

the first, second, and fourth terms do not correspond in

general to our g~ ~, g22, and g44 energy densities, respec-
tively. They do correspond if only one normal distortion
mode is present. For comparison, our free-energy densi-

ty expressed in a form as close as possible to that of
Meiboom, Sammon, and Brinkman is

g —,
' kii(V n) +

& k22(n Vxn)'+ —,
' k33(nxVxn) + —,

'
k44[2V [(n V)n —(V n)n]+(V n) +(n. Vxn) }. (22)

The first three terms correspond to g~~, g22, and g33 in

Eqs. (16)-(18), respectively. The last (g44) term has a
different form than g44 in Eq. (19), but they are identi-
cal mathematically. We thus have two different
coordinate-system-free ways of expressing the free-
energy density, that of Eqs. (16)-(20) and of Eq. (22).

If only the saddle mode is present, the last terms of
Eqs. (21) and (22) (and corresponding terms of Frank
and of Nehring and Saupe ) are equivalent because
V a V&n 0, and all other terms vanish. Thus the
saddle-mode free-energy density contains a divergence,
whose volume integral can be converted to a surface in-

tegral. One might think this energy scales as surface
area rather than volume. However, if we consider, for
example, a distorted volume as in Fig. 1(e), of radius R
and height h, with a ~ ~ a, a22 —a, and other a;, 0 in

Eq. (5), we find that the scalar product of the vector in

square brackets with a lateral-surface-area vector is pro-
portional to R. The lateral surface area is 2+Rh, so the
integral over the lateral surface scales as the volume,
irR h. (The top and bottom contribute nothing to the

go

FIG. 2. Proposed arrangement for magnetically inducing
the saddle distortion in a nematic liquid crystal. Arrows indi-
cate the magnetic field, and also the director projections for
one of the two possible distortion modes. The cylindrical con-
tainer distortion for that mode is also shown.

integral. ) This illustrates that the saddle mode contrib-
utes to volume elastic energy.

Nehring and Saupe find from a "molecular ap-
proach" that

k24 —, (k ii
—k22) . (23)

We find that Eqs. (15)-(20) and (22) agree with Eqs.
(21) and (23) if we make the correspondences below [ex-
pressions in square brackets apply only if Eq. (23) is val-

id]:

kii ~kii+k44 [~ —', kii+ —,
' k22],

k22 k22+k44 [ —,
' k22+ —,

' kii],

k33 k33 [ k33],

k24 k44 k22 [ 2 (k i i k22)]

kii kii ——,
' (k22+k24) [ 4 kii ——,

' k22],

k22 2 (k22 k24) [ 4 k22 ~4 k i i ] ~

(24)

k44 2 (k22+k24) [ —,
' (kii+k22) = —,

' (kii+k22)].

We see that to prevent a splay (ki i) or twist (k22) insta-
bility, previously reported ratios of ki i/k22 based on the
Freedericksz effect as discussed below must fall within
the range —,

' & kii/k22 & 3. The ratios tabulated by de
Gennes' fall within this range. Other ratios, for polym-
eric nematic liquid crystals (ki i/k22 =11.4, for exam-
ple ), based on an analysis of light scattering from
low-frequency thermally generated dynamic distortion
modes, fall far outside the 3 to 3 range. %e conjecture
that such measurements are not of k i i/k22 but may be of
kii/k22 as defined in this work.

How must previous measurements and uses of the k„
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be reinterpreted because of the reintroduction of the sad-
dle elastic-energy term? Concerning the measurements,
we examine the four examples of the Freedericksz effect
collected and illustrated by Chandrasekhar. These in-

volve two parallel plates of mean separation d, with the
boundary conditions that the directors at the plates are
parallel (or in one case perpendicular) to the plates. For
the twisted nematic cell, the directors on the two sur-
faces are perpendicular to each other. A uniform mag-
netic field H is applied in the appropriate direction, and
above a critical field H, the direction field between the
plates deforms. For H perpendicular to the plates, the
critical-field expression becomes

H, -(tr/d)[k)i+k44)/g. j '", (2S)

so ki~ in the original expression goes to k~~+k44. The
deformation above H, was formerly called a splay distor-

tion, but it is really a combined splay and saddle distor-
tion whose vector field projection is the sum of the vec-

tors in Figs. 1(b) and 1(e). Similarly, for H parallel to
the plates but perpendicular to the directors at the walls,

H, (tr/d ) l(k22+ k44)/2, ] ' (26)

Above 0, the so-called twist distortion is really a com-
bined twist and saddle distortion, whose vector field pro-
jection is the sum of the vectors in Figs. 1(c) and 1(e).
For the same 0 but with directors perpendicular at the
walls, the expression is unchanged and is

H, (tr/d)(k33/g, ) 'i . (27)

The expression for the twisted nematic cell is more com-

plex, and requires replacement of both k~~ and k22 by
k~~+k44 and k22+k44, respectively. In these formulas,

g, is the parallel magnetic susceptibility less the perpen-
dicular susceptibility.

It is evident that k44 cannot be obtained from the
above expressions which only give the combinations
ki t+k44 and k22+k44, previously interpreted as kii and

k22, respectively. To find k~~, k22, and k44 separately,
one needs to measure the energy density for a pure splay,
pure twist, or pure saddle distortion as illustrated in Figs.
1(b), 1(c), and 1(e), respectively. If the pure "normal"
distortions cannot be obtained, arrangements which will

give better than the 1:1 splay:saddle and twist:saddle ra-
tios achieved previously would, in conjunction with previ-
ous results from 1:1 arrangements, provide numerical
values for k~~, k2~, and k44 separately. Two such possi-
ble arrangements are a radial electric field to determine
k~ ~ or a circumferential magnetic field to determine k22,
acting on an initially axially oriented liquid crystal. The
saddle distortion necessary for determining k44 could

be induced magnetically by the arrangement shown in

Fig. 2.
A more complex Freedericksz ordering pattern was

discovered recently by Lonberg and Meyer' and dis-

cussed further by several authors. " ' It occurs for

large k|1/k22 ratios as found in polymer liquid crystals.
Analysis of this effect may provide a way of determining
the k;; separately for these materials.

In conclusion, our analysis indicates that the fourth,
saddle, contribution to the nematic-liquid-crystal elastic

energy density introduced by Frank must be retained.
Its coefficient k44 should be measured, to see whether the
Nehring-Saupe relation k44 - —,

' (k i i+ k 22) derived

from a molecular approach is accurate. Many previous

reports of measurement or use of the splay and twist

coefficients k~~ and k22 must be reinterpreted as dealing
with k i i +k 44 and k 22+ k44, respectively.
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